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Countless negotiation books exist, many with messages like “look for common ground,” “strive to 
create value, not claim value,” “create win-win opportunities,” and “find a yes-able proposition.” This 
sort of advice—however trite—may work in a typical negotiation between boss and subordinate, 
members of a project work team, and vendor and buyer. However, when related members of a 
family business negotiate, the rules of the game (as well as some underlying assumptions) are 
different. Let’s take a closer look. 
 
Look for common ground. To do this, Fisher and Ury, authors of the best-selling Getting to Yes 
remind us that negotiators need to differentiate between positions and interests. A position is a 
stand one takes when he communicates what he wants, e.g., I’ll only buy your product if the price 
per is 50 Euros. If the seller is asking for 90 Euros, the inexperienced buyer will respond with “let’s 
split the difference; how about you take 70 Euros?”  However, only by uncovering the underlying 
interests (the “why” behind the position) can negotiators find common ground. The simple 
assumption is that the buyer wants to reduce costs while the seller wants to increase revenue; 
bickering over price not only may miss an opportunity for identifying common ground, it might also 
cast a competitive and unfriendly shadow over the long-term relationship. Instead, by probing into 
the “whys,” negotiators might learn that rising shipping costs have squeezed the buyer’s profit 
margin, or that increased competition has created a need for higher advertising costs, or, that the 
seller needs to reduce inventory. Through this discovery process, creative solutions can be 
developed, such as piggybacking shipments with another nearby buyer, global/local advertising co-
ops that spread the cost and increase the exposure, and a one-time price that helps balance an 
over/under capacity warehouse situation.  
 
There are at least two challenges for principals in a family business looking for common ground.  
One relates to the potential for presuming that sharing the same last name means sharing the same 
views. If I “know” that all members of the family (like me) want to keep operations in the small town 
where the business began—even if regulations or labor supply would be more favorable 
elsewhere—I’m not going to ask what I already know. This type of self-censoring may preclude a 
family member from suggesting an alliance with another firm when previous suggestions were 
dismissed because “we’re a family business.” Second, even if one or more family members were 
willing to challenge their assumptions and propose a new way of operating, they may find strong 
opposition from members unwilling to accept a solution that conflicts with family history, traditions 
and the “way we do things.”  
 
Strive to create value, not claim value. Not all members of a family business are created equal.  
Not just in their power positions, but also in their motivations for being involved in the business.  
Some become de facto leaders—no choice but to take over the business, others campaign 
vigorously only to be overlooked in favor of a less talented or deserving sibling, and still others work 
just hard enough to justify their salary. Depending on the motivation, one family member may 
approach negotiations (with other family members or with external negotiators) very differently from 
another. Those family members who want to continue the family business for generations are more 
likely to adopt an integrative approach—focusing on the long-term relationship and creating value 
for both parties, while those who want to cash out as quickly as possible will likely adopt a 
distributive approach—grab the biggest piece of the pie without concern for the relationship. These 
different dynamics have the potential to tear a family apart, as negotiations within a family-owned 
business are not book-ended, but are ongoing, spillover-prone negotiations. Take the case of four 
brothers of a Dutch shipping company. When their father, a 20% owner, considered selling his 
stake, he only offered it to one son—the one he thought was best-equipped. Or the case of a 
Chinese family business that automatically excluded the daughters from ownership. When power is 
unequally shared among family members, it becomes difficult to make decisions for the good of the 
family, especially for those who feel they’ve been slighted. 
 
Create win-win solutions. A prerequisite to creating win-win opportunities is keeping an open 
mind, which means being willing to set aside preconceived “solutions” and consider new and 
creative possibilities. When someone negotiates on behalf of her family-owned business, her ego 
and identity is intertwined with the business.  A challenge to an offer may be perceived as a 
personal attack, as was the case of a CEO who had been running his niche automotive parts 
business for the last 40 years. As he was nearing retirement, he considered his options, including 
selling the business. He hired a professional valuation firm, confident of the value of the empire he 
built. When the professionals shared their results—valuing the business at about 30% of what the 
CEO thought it was worth, the CEO insulted them, kicked them out of his office and demanded a 
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refund. (This endowment effect—ascribing greater value to something because of its sentimental 
value to the negotiator—is one of several cognitive biases that stalls negotiations.) If negotiators 
can’t see the business and its offerings objectively because of their psychological attachment to the 
business, they’ll be unable to engage effectively in collaboratively generating creative solutions. 
 
Find a yes-able proposition. Typically, this idea refers to the practice of making a less complex 
and valuable offer when negotiators are unable to find agreement. Again, family businesses are 
different in this context. The solution instead may be to introduce more complexity which might offer 
a wider range of options to be considered. In family businesses, typically the major conflicts, 
confrontations and negotiations arise around the issue of generational transition of ownership and 
management control. These are the times when creativity – and rationality – are needed to imagine 
new opportunities and role changes for the individuals involved. Rather than looking back and 
disagreeing about splitting roles and responsibilities, the better way is to imagine an engaging new 
growth project, jointly developed and shared by members of different generations. A yes-able and 
win-win proposition might sound like this: “Why don’t we open a new office in China and explore 
new possibilities for new markets and new products? This would be an exciting learning and 
development opportunity for us as a family, and could offer diverse roles for interested family 
members.” 
 
Families in business are exposed to many types of conflicts. This is inherent to the structure. The 
shared history and emotional connections are not always sufficient to bring a solution. Lateral 
thinking, creative growth projects, humility, common sense and improved communication skills are 
the way forward! 
 
Suzanne C. de Janasz is Professor of Leadership and Organization Development at IMD, where 
she teaches in the Program for Executive Development. Her new book, Negotiation and Dispute 
Resolution, provides comprehensive coverage of negotiation concepts, strategies, and techniques. 
Professor Joachim Schwass is director of IMD’s Leading the Family Business program and heads 
IMD’s Global Family Business Center.  
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Program Directors Bala Chakravarthy and Stuart Read 
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Assuring the continuity of family-owned enterprises  
 
Program Director Joachim Schwass 

- Understand family business challenges and how to manage critical issues  
 
- Probe key issues facing family businesses: growth, governance, succession and culture  
 
- Benchmark best practices and network to broaden your understanding of successful family 

businesses 
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